THE NORWEGIAN CAMPAIGN
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The factory applied camouflage scheme in
May 1940 had the black and white scheme
joining at the centreline but only on the
wings and not the fuselage or tailplane
which was still aluminium. The fuselage
roundel was the standard size but only with
blue/white/red. This meant that when the
yellow outer was reintroduced in May 1940,
these aircraft ended up with very large and
oversized roundels as will be seen later in
the book.

On 9 April 1940 German forces invaded
Norway. They quickly established control
over southern Norway but the north was still
in the balance, with Allied forces holding
out, especially in the Narvik area. 46
Squadron was despatched aboard HMS
Glorious to provide air cover in the area,
landing on Norwegian territory on 26 May.
In ten days of hectic fighting alongside
263 Squadron’s Gladiators, 46 claimed
14 victories for the loss of two pilots. On
7 June 1940, the remaining pilots left
Bardufoss and successfully landed their
Hurricanes back on HMS Glorious and
headed home. Tragedy then struck when
the Glorious was sunk by the Scharnhorst
and Gneisenau just north of the Arctic
Circle. Of the 1500 souls on board, only 41
survived. Eight 46 Squadron pilots died in
the sinking whilst two survived by clinging to
a float for three days.

By May 1940, Hurricane production was at full speed with various factories producing
the fighter. P3428 is a typical example of what was coming off the production line at the
time. The most noticeable difference is the Rotol constant speed propeller and oversized
spinner although internal armoured windscreens were also now being fitted as standard.
The W/T stencilling is visible, this was usually applied to all the main component parts to
indicate that they had been electrically bonded to reduce interference with the radio. The
serial numbers written next to the W/T symbol indicated which factory or factories had
made the components.
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Left and below left: These are two of the
last batch of L series aircraft built and
therefore carry many of the mods that were
introduced in the early production run. Both
have internal armoured windscreens, DH
three bladed props, ejector exhausts and
the ventral fillet. Both also have the large,
factory applied, blue/white/red roundel on
the fuselage.

BLITZKRIEG!

L2124 SD-H of 501 Squadron and L2020
SW-A of 253 Squadron were both relegated
to OTUs quite quickly as newer Hurricanes
joined the front line squadrons.
Below: 253 Squadron had quite a few old
airframes in spring 1940, this one is L1565
the 19th production example having its oil
tank topped up. Note the original kidney
exhausts are still fitted.

On 19 April 1940, 73 Squadron flew an
air to air photographic sortie for RAF
photographer Stanley Devon, immediately
nicknamed ‘Glorious’ of course!
At this time the squadron was flying mainly
N and early P series Hurricanes and
carrying no squadron codes, apart from
TP-E nearest the camera in the background
photo which is an older fabric winged
aircraft with modified upper wing roundels

Inset above: A formation photo from the 19 April session showing P2647
‘X’ at the rear.
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Left: The same aircraft a few weeks later on 8 May 1940 after overturning
on landing. Interestingly, squadron codes have been added along with
a yellow outer ring to the fuselage roundel which was introduced around
1 May. It would suggest that squadron codes had been reapplied to 73
Squadron Hurricanes in time for the German invasion on 10 May 1940.
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Right: 85 Squadron was straight into action on 10 May 1940 when German forces
invaded the Low Countries, with Sgt ‘Sammy’ Allard claiming three Heinkels on the first
day. In this historic photo, he is seen being congratulated after landing at Lille-Seclin
after downing the second in N2319. This Hurricane was shot down a week later.
Below left and right: Possibly taken on the same day, these views taken at Lille-Seclin
show Hurricane VY-G. The squadron clearly wanted to maintain the hexagon marking
on the fin so just moved it forward to accommodate a very thin fin flash. They also
chose to apply a thin yellow ring to the fuselage roundel to avoid breaking it at the
bottom of the fuselage. This photographer was using a yellow/amber filter which gives
a good tone to a blue sky but which also makes yellows appear white and reds very
pale. Judging by these tones, the spinner is almost certainly red. Note also that the
spinner is the slightly oversized Spitfire DH spinner. In the background, VY-E is fitted
with a Watts 2 bladed propeller.

Following the German invasion on 10 May 1940, reinforcements were sent
from England, the first to arrive being 501 Squadron with its Hurricanes,
landing at Betheniville. These two photos of SD coded 501 Squadron
Hurricanes, probably at Betheniville show the urgency and danger of the
situation with all groundcrew wearing steel helmets. The Hurricane right is an
early P series (P2549) with the early pole aerial and a DH prop, the Hurricane
below has the later aerial and a Rotol prop. Both have internal armoured
windscreens.
Note the flaking paint on the wingtip of P2549, a common problem with
many of the early Hurricanes built by Gloster. Groundcrew would retouch
with whatever paint they had available, leading to some very non standard
camouflage schemes!

Inset right : The same VY-G photographed before the application of the fin flash and
yellow ring. Being photographed without the amber filter, the spinner could be red here
as well.
Inset far right: A close up view of VY-G’s tail. The arrow
shows where the original hexagon has been overpainted.
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Below: Despite Dowding’s strong protestations, more
Hurricanes were despatched to France. The Hurricane
below, P3485, was brand new when it joined 242
Squadron on 2 June 1940. The yellow outer to the port
underwing roundel was officially introduced around that
date although there is evidence that squadrons had
added it themselves before then.
Left: Some Hurricanes sent as reinforcements didn’t last
long enough to receive squadron codes, this Hurricane
P3300 was delivered to the CFF (Combined Forces in
France) on 17 May 1940 and lost just days later. The fin
flash is unusual in its proportions but sometimes seen
around this period.

The Battle of France lasted for just over a month. Fighting was intense and many of Dowding’s precious Hurricanes and Spitfire were lost. Sensibly, Dowding adopted a policy of
sending ‘half squadrons’ out there, so although he fulfilled his orders to send several squadrons out to support the efforts, he usually kept half of each squadron’s aircraft back
in the UK. These photos show GZ-X N2533 of 32 Squadron, lost on 11 June 1940, HE-T of 605 Squadron (still wearing its pre-war codes), US-T of 56 Squadron and KW-U of 615
Squadron, all left behind in France.
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CHANGING THE COLOURS

THE BATTLE
OF BRITAIN

On 6 June 1940, with the Battle of France drawing to a close, a major decision was taken to do away with Dowding’s black
and white undersurfaces on fighters and camouflage them as effectively as possible from underneath. This involved the
removal of all roundels and painting the entire undersides in ‘Sky’, a pale duck egg green/blue. Supplies of this paint
were in very short supply so many squadrons mixed their own. One groundcrew member recalled starting with a carefully
measured mixture of blue, white and yellow, but about halfway down the line they started running short of blue. This meant
that Hurricanes at the beginning of the line had a good match for the Sky colour whereas those at the end had a very pale
green, almost white. The factories were officially informed of this change around 11 June but it was emphasised that the
change should not hold up production, so existing airframes would remain in the black and white scheme.
The effective result of all this is that June 1940 saw a mixture of old and new schemes in the skies above the UK, and right
up until September 1940, the ‘Sky’ undersides could be any shade from off-white to a turquoise blue/green.
The background photo shows fragments of fabric from the underside of the fuselage of P3966 which left the factory on 10
June 1940. It probably had the Sky undersides applied at 10 Maintenance Unit before being delivered to 85 Squadron on
13 July 1940. You can clearly see the Sky paint which has been applied over the original Aluminium paint. The red paint is
the dope that was applied to the fabric. Incidentally, this red dope was the same that was applied to the gun port covers, so
it’s worth noting how dull red it is compared to restored aircraft flying with shiny bright red covers.
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The photo above is another view of GZ-X N2533 which force landed in France on 11 June 1940. It clearly has had the Sky
scheme applied, and long enough to get oil streaks on the undercarriage door. The gun ports are interesting as it appears
that they have been covered with vertical strips of fabric.
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This page and previous: From probably the most famous photo shoot of the Battle, taken at Hawkinge on 29 July 1940, Irish born
Rupert Smythe prepares to take off in Hurricane GZ-V P3522 of 32 Squadron. There are lots of interesting details to note such as the
‘Pet OK’ (Petrol?) followed by a date or time, chalked on the cowling. The lack of aerial wire indicating the improved TR1133 VHF
radio is installed. The lack of stencilling on the undersides indicating that this aircraft was delivered in the black and white scheme.
Also no roundels under the wings, these were reintroduced around 11 -15 August. The pitot tube has been painted to about half
way down, giving the odd impression that it’s behind the wing! Also notable is the external rear view mirror, very rarely seen before
the Battle on Hurricanes. (One pilot told the author that he bought his from Halfords and had the groundcrew fit it on.) The huge
code letters carried by 32 Squadron were actually the officially specified size of 48” tall (120cm) with a stroke of 6” (15cm). The
instructions did allow smaller letters if absolutely necessary, but it didn’t seem to bother the 32 Squadron groundcrew!

Returning from France before Dunkirk, 85 Squadron had been devastated in the
fierce fighting, losing seventeen pilots as either killed, wounded or missing. It also
only brought back three serviceable Hurricanes. On 23 May 1940, a new C/O
arrived in the form of Squadron Leader Peter Townsend DFC and the squadron
regrouped at Debden.
After being shot down by a Dornier 17 early in the Battle, the new C/O chose VY-Q
P3166 (seen below), as his personal aircraft and it was maintained immaculately
with its white Rotol spinner being very visible in the air.
Right: Other aircraft on the squadron were a little more tatty in appearance such
as P2722 VY-H which was one of many with a raised wavy demarcation line at the
bottom of the fuselage.
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HURRICANE VY-K P3408 85 SQUADRON

P3408 VY-K was delivered to 85 Squadron
on 30 May 1940 and left the squadron on 10
October 1940 having fought its way through
the Battle of Britain. It’s an interesting aircraft
as it was photographed both in July 1940
(left and above) and later in October 1940
(top left). The most obvious difference
between the two is the addition of underwing
roundels, which came in around 15 August,
but note that the fuselage roundel has been
changed also. There was no official reason
to do this so it was probably just on the
whim of the C/O for a forthcoming squadron
photographic session.
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The high and wavy demarcation between
upper and lower camouflage is something
that is seen on 85 and 17 Squadron
Hurricanes, both based at Debden at the
time. Clearly it was the local interpretation
of the new orders in June 1940 to apply
Sky undersurfaces over the old black and
white scheme. The patchy leading edges
are possibly in Sky or a grey and note that
the gun ports are not covered at all with red
doped fabric or tape.

Modeller’s notes
Aircraft:
Standard mid P series aircraft
Metal wings
Night flying shields
Colours:
‘B’ camouflage scheme
Sky undersides
NO red patches on guns
Gas patch port wing
Discussion points:
The profile is based upon the photographs of this aircraft in July, so at that point
there were no underwing roundels. It would have received them around midAugust so they could be added if desired. The heavy weathering of dust and oil is
apparent in the July photos but again the aircraft would have been cleaned up at
some point.
The heavy weathering on the upper wing surfaces is seen on a few 85 Squadron
aircraft at this time and appears to be retouched areas of paint. The best theory
is that the groundcrew didn’t have brown or green paint and so applied what
they had, either Sky or grey is perfectly possible. The gas patch may have been
repeated on the starboard wing.
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